USER INSTRUCTIONS
USER INFORMATION
PRODUCT CODE: FG23
DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT:
A thermal mitten constructed with a sherpa lining and 200g micro fleec outer layer. the
glove is designed with peep holes to place fingers through when greater dexterity is
required. Designed for general handling applications.
PRODUCED FOR: JGM International

CAREFULLY READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING THIS PRODUCT
This product is designed to minimize the risk against general mechanical risk. However,
always remember that no item of PPE can provide full protection and care must always be
taken while carrying out the risk - related activity.
FITTING AND SIZING
Only wear products of a suitable size. Products which are either too loose or too tight will
restrict movement and will not provide the optimum level of protection. The size of these
products is marked on the glove and they are available in the following sizes. Glove sizes
available: L / 10
STORAGE AND TRANSPORT

INSPECT BEFORE AND ATER USE
If the product becomes damaged it will NOT provide the optimum level of protection and
must be discarded and replaced. Never use a damaged product. If in doubt consult the
manufacturer.
WARNING
These gloves will not protect against chemicals, handling of hot objects and will not protect
against very sharp objects which impact the hands with great force or speed. They will not
prevent crushing injuries associated with vibration. Due to the high tear resistance of the
glove, it is recommended that this product is not used by moving machinery.
WEAR LIFE

When not in use, store the product in a well ventilated area. If the product is wet, allow it to
dry fully before placing into storage.

The exact useful life of the product will greatly depend on how and where it is worn and
cared for. It is therefore very important that you carefully examine the gloves before use and
replace it as soon as it appears to be unfit for wear.

CLEANING

MARKING

Cleaning is not recommended but if entirely necessary: Hand wash, Cool water, No bleach,
Dry flat.

The product is marked with:The CE mark. The Manufacturer /Authorized representative.
The product code. The size. The pictogram with the relevant standard number and
performance figures

